LUCIDSOUND ANNOUNCES NEW LS1 AND LS10
HEADSETS TO JOIN THEIR PRODUCT LINEUP
LS1 and LS10 Headsets to Debut at E3 2019
SAN DIEGO, CA – JUNE 7, 2019 – LucidSound, the fastest growing gaming
headset brand, announced today two headsets in its 2019 product lineup being
shown at E3 2019 – the LS1 and LS10. Keeping with LucidSound’s exceptional
design, both headsets feature their signature controls, high performance audio, and
best-in-class functionality at a price that blows away all others in the category.
Download LucidSound LS1 and LS10 images HERE:
www.lucidsound.com/press.html
Keeping in line with the LucidSound brand, the LS1 and LS10 are designed for
gamers. The LS1 is a chat focused gaming headset, compatible with Xbox One,
PS4, and PC, while the LS10 is a stereo gaming headset compatible with Xbox One,
PS4, Switch, mobile devices and PC.
Media interested in booking an E3 demo appointment to check out the LS1 and
LS10, please email Danitra Alomia (danitra@reverbinc.com).
“LucidSound is committed to creating amazing headsets for all gamers and we are
excited to reveal the LS1 and LS10, two great new headsets that have the
functionality and style that gamers demand,” said Chris Von Huben, CEO of
LucidSound. “Our goal with the LS1 and LS10 was to create two headsets that
feature versatility for chat without compromising amazing audio. We’re proud to be
showing off all our new headsets at E3 and can’t wait to launch them later this
year.”
LS10 Headset Info:
LS10X | LS10P (Stereo Gaming Headset):
• Premium Audio: Custom tuned 50mm speakers with state-of-the-art
neodymium magnets provide deep bass and clear highs.
• Surround Sound Ready: Optimized to deliver immersive Windows Sonic or
Dolby Atmos Surround sound from Xbox One devices.
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Crystal-Clear Chat with Dual Mics: Dual microphone design offers a
flexible boom mic for intense online gameplay. Remove the boom mic to use
the integrated mic for mobile.
Intuitive Controls: Adjust volume with the easily accessible on-ear
controls.
Designed for Comfort: Plush earcups, light-weight frame and over-ear
design for comfort during long play sessions.
Customizable Speaker Plates: Update the look of your LS10 headset with
magnetic speaker plates.
Compatibility: LS10X: Xbox One | Mobile LS10P: PS4 | Mobile | Nintendo
Switch
Price: $59.99

LS1 Headset Info:
LS1X | LS1P (Chat Gaming Headset):
• Premium Chat: Wired communicator with 50mm driver for enhanced clarity.
• Open Back Design: Unique earcup design does not interfere with external
game audio from TV or surround system.
• Clear Audio: Flexible noise-canceling boom microphone.
• Easy to Use Controls: Adjust volume with the easily accessible over-ear
controls.
• Designed for Comfort: Plush earcup, light-weight frame and over-ear
design for comfort during long play sessions.
• Compatibility: LS1X: Xbox One LS1P: PS4
• Price: $24.99

The LS1 and LS10 are slated to release this fall. To book an appointment or
request a review unit, email Danitra Alomia (danitra@reverbinc.com). For more
information on LucidSound, visit www.lucidsound.com, follow us on Twitter and
Instagram, ‘like’ us on Facebook.
###
ABOUT LUCIDSOUND
LucidSound is committed to designing premium quality audio products for gamers. Every
team member of LucidSound hails from a gaming audio background with a vision to deliver
world-class audio to the interactive entertainment sector. Uncompromising in its insistence
for audio excellence, LucidSound crafts audio products specifically for the needs of gamers
and everyday life. Strikingly different in appearance from traditional gaming hardware, the
LucidSound family of products unlocks the emotion and intensity of modern gaming audio,
elevating the experience for gamers everywhere.
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